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Next steps

Topics (so far):
- Process of DMP completion
- Presentation of results at the kick-off meeting
- Next DKRZ computation time request
- Collection of available data (as per request of the review report)
- Consolidated variable list
Process for DMP completion
- Format
- Tool
- Communication
Presentation at the kick-off meeting

- Slot at the plenary (15 + 20)
- Status
- Open questions
- Breakout group
  - Planning of contents (variable list)
  - Data publication
Next DKRZ computation time request

- Kerstin needs a lot of input, more than for the initial proposal
  - She will ask around
- A good DMP will be the basis for increased resources in /work
- Collect the available data (published and non-published)
  - Write email with call to collate data in “some collaborative resource”; refer to final reports of the WG’s from phase 1
Consolidated variable list

- Take PMIP data request
- Isolate essential variables in collaborative assessment among all WPs
- Asap; Karsten writes Email